Email from Cherokee Films
Rachel Lees <rachel.lees@hotmail.com>
Hi Guys,
Thanks for chatting with me today at Onepoto I'm sorry to turn up in amongst all the racing!!
We are filming our TV commercial at Onepoto
next tuesday 19th March.
I have attached an indication of the shots we are
filming on the day.
We are looking for background boats, possibly
around 6 - 8, which we will pay a fee to the
owner for being there on the day & use of their
boat in the BG.
We do also have a shot (see attached) which we
need smaller sized boats for - 3 of them.
I was thinking that it may be better to use
Electrons or Seawinds as they are not as long
and the sails are not as tall.
I am also going to get the sails made in the 3
colours attached as these are the clients chosen
preference - not white. I know this is not what
would normally be done but its for TV.
As you can see by the attached sketch, the 3
characters need to be holding them beside the
lake prior to putting them into the water - this is
the reason I'm thinking Electrons or Seawards
are a better size?
Do you know of any Electron or Seawind boats
we could 'hire' for the shoot? And the owners
would need to be happy with us changing out the
sails.
I have Rob Nelson from the Westhaven Sailing
club on board to manufacture the Sails in the
colours chosen. He also races RC yachts IMO's.
Can you please let me know if this is something
you are able to help with, or if you know of
anyone I could approach to help.
Of course, we will be paying for all help and
hireage etc.
Many thanks for your help,
Rachel Lees, 021 435 660, Cherokee Films

Update:
I'm sorry the day for this shoot is now Thursday
21st in the afternoon from 2pm / possibly a bit
later?

